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PRESIDENT WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLINTON

REMARKS TO THE PEOPLE OF BERLIN

AT THE BRANDENBURG GATE

BERLIN, GERMANY

JULY 12, 1994
Citizens of free Berlin...citizens of united Germany
....Chancellor Kohl, Mayor Diepgen, Berliners the
world over. Thank you for welcoming me to your
magnificent city.

We stand together where Europe's heart was cut in
half -- and we celebrate unity.

We stand where crude walls of concrete separated
mother from child -- and we meet as one family.

We stand where those who sought a new life instead
found death -- and we rejoice in renewal.
Berliners: You have won your long struggle. You have proved that no wall can forever contain the mighty power of freedom.

And within a few years, an American President will visit a Berlin that And I pledge to you today, a new American Embassy will stand in Berlin.

Half a century has passed since Berlin was first divided, thirty-three years since the Wall went up. In that time, one half of this city lived encircled, and the other half enslaved, but one force endured: your courage.
Your courage has taken many forms. The bold courage of June 17, 1953 -- when those trapped in the East threw stones at the tanks of tyranny. The quiet courage to lift children above the Wall so that their grandparents on the other side could see those they loved but could not touch. The inner courage to reach for the ideas that make you free. And the Zivilcourage [tsee-veel-coorajh] -- civil courage -- of five years ago when, starting in the strong hearts and candlelit streets of Leipzig, you turned your dreams of a better life into the chisels of liberty.

Now, you who found the courage to endure, to resist, to tear down the Wall, must find a new Zivilcourage [tsee-veel-coorajh] -- the courage to build.
The Berlin Wall is gone. Now our generation must decide: what will we build in its place?

Standing here today, we can see the answer. A Europe where all nations are independent and democratic. Where free markets and prosperity know no borders. Where our security is based on building bridges, not walls. Where all our citizens can go as far as their God-given abilities will take them and raise their children in peace and hope.

The work of freedom is not easy. It requires discipline, responsibility, and a faith strong enough to endure failure and criticism. And it requires vigilance.
Here in Germany, in the United States, and throughout the world, we must reject those who would divide us with scalding words about race, ethnicity, or religion. I appeal especially to the young people of this nation: Believe you can live in peace with those who are different from you. Believe in your own future. Believe you can make a difference. Summon your own courage to build -- and you will.

There is reason for you to believe. Already the new future is taking shape. In the growing chorus of voices that speak the common language of democracy. In the growing economies of Western Europe, the United States, and our partners.
In the progress of economic reform, democracy and freedom in lands that were not free. In NATO’s Partnership for Peace, where twenty-one nations have joined in military cooperation and have pledged to respect each other’s borders.

It is to all of you in pursuit of that new future that I say: in the name of the pilots whose airlift kept Berlin alive....in the name of the sentries at Checkpoint Charlie who stood face to face with enemy tanks....in the name of the American forces who will stay in Europe to guard freedom’s future....and in the name of the American Presidents who have come to Berlin...America stands with you still -- now and forever.
Moments ago, with my friend Chancellor Kohl, I walked where my predecessors could not -- through the Brandenburg Gate.

For over two centuries, in every age, that gate has been a symbol of its time. Sometimes it has been a monument to conquest and a tower of tyranny. But in our own time, you -- courageous Berliners -- have again made the Brandenburg what its builders meant it to be: a gateway.

Now, together, we can walk through that gateway to a united Europe -- united in peace, united in freedom, united in progress -- for the first time in history. Let nothing stop us. All things are possible. Berlin is free.
Now, together, we can walk through this gateway to our destiny: To a Europe united for the first time in history -- united in peace, united in freedom, united in progress.

Let nothing stop us. All things are possible. Berlin is free.
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PRESIDENT WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLINTON

REMARKS TO THE PEOPLE OF BERLIN

AT THE BRANDENBURG GATE

BERLIN, GERMANY

JULY 12, 1994
Citizens of free Berlin . . . citizens of united
Germany . . . Chancellor Kohl, Mayor Diepgen,
Berliners the world over. Thank you for welcoming
me to your magnificent city.

We stand together where Europe’s heart was cut in
half -- and we celebrate unity.

We stand where crude walls of concrete separated
mother from child -- and we meet as one family.

We stand where those who sought a new life instead
found death -- and we rejoice in renewal.
Berliners: You have won your long struggle. You have proved that no wall can forever contain the mighty power of freedom.

Within a few years, an American President will visit a Berlin that is again your capital. And I pledge to you today, a new American Embassy will stand in Berlin.

Half a century has passed since Berlin was first divided, thirty-three years since the Wall went up. In that time, one half of this city lived encircled, and the other half enslaved, but one force endured: your courage.
Your courage has taken many forms. The bold courage of June 17, 1953 -- when those trapped in the East threw stones at the tanks of tyranny. The quiet courage to lift children above the Wall so that their grandparents on the other side could see those they loved but could not touch. The inner courage to reach for the ideas that make you free. And the Zivilcourage of five years ago when, starting in the strong hearts and candlelit streets of Leipzig, you turned your dreams of a better life into the chisels of liberty.

Now, you who found the courage to endure, to resist, to tear down the Wall, must find a new Zivilcourage -- the courage to build.
The Berlin Wall is gone. Now our generation must decide: what will we build in its place?

Standing here today, we can see the answer. A Europe where all nations are independent and democratic. Where free markets and prosperity know no borders. Where our security is based on building bridges, not walls. Where all our citizens can go as far as their God-given abilities will take them and raise their children in peace and hope.

The work of freedom is not easy. It requires discipline, responsibility, and a faith strong enough to endure failure and criticism. And it requires vigilance.
Here in Germany, in the United States, and throughout the world, we must reject those who would divide us with scalding words about race, ethnicity, or religion. I appeal especially to the young people of this nation: Believe you can live in peace with those who are different from you.

Believe in your own future. Believe you can make a difference. Summon your own courage to build -- and you will.

There is reason for you to believe. Already the new future is taking shape. In the growing chorus of voices that speak the common language of democracy. In the growing economies of Western Europe, the United States, and our partners.
In the progress of economic reform, democracy and freedom in lands that were not free. In NATO's Partnership for Peace, where twenty-one nations have joined in military cooperation and have pledged to respect each other's borders.

It is to all of you in pursuit of that new future that I say: in the name of the pilots whose airlift kept Berlin alive...in the name of the sentries at Checkpoint Charlie who stood face to face with enemy tanks...in the name of the American forces who will stay in Europe to guard freedom's future...and in the name of the American Presidents who have come to Berlin...America stands with you still -- now and forever.
Now, together, we walk through this gateway for our destiny. We walk through the gates.
Moments ago, with my friend Chancellor Kohl, I walked where my predecessors could not -- through the Brandenburg Gate.

For over two centuries, in every age, that gate has been a symbol of its time. Sometimes it has been a monument to conquest and a tower of tyranny. But in our own time, you -- courageous Berliners -- have again made the Brandenburg what its builders meant it to be: a gateway.

Now, together, we can walk through that gateway to a united Europe -- united in peace, united in freedom, united in progress -- for the first time in history. Let nothing stop us. All things are possible.

Berlin is free.
Citizens of free Berlin... citizens of united Germany... Chancellor Kohl, Mayor Diepgen, Berliners the world over. Thank you for welcoming me to your magnificent city.

We stand together where Europe's heart was cut in half -- and we celebrate unity.

We stand where crude walls of concrete separated mother from child -- and we meet as one family.

We stand where those who sought a new life instead found death -- and we rejoice in renewal.

Berliners: You have won your long struggle. You have proved that no wall can forever contain the mighty power of freedom.

And within a few years, an American President will visit a Berlin that is again your capital. And I pledge to you today, a new American Embassy will stand in Berlin.

Half a century has passed since Berlin was first divided, thirty-three years since the Wall went up. In that time, one half of this city lived encircled, and the other half enslaved, but one force endured: your courage.

Your courage has taken many forms. The bold courage of June 17, 1953 -- when those trapped in the East threw stones at the tanks of tyranny. The quiet courage to lift children above the Wall so that their grandparents on the other side could see those they loved but could not touch. The inner courage to reach for the ideas that make you free. And the Zivilcourage -- civil courage -- of five years ago when, starting in the strong hearts and candlelit streets of Leipzig, you turned your dreams of a better life into the chisels of liberty.
Now, you who found the courage to endure, to resist, to tear down the Wall, must find a new Zivilcourage -- the courage to build.

The Berlin Wall is gone. Now our generation must decide: what will we build in its place?

Standing here today, we can see the answer. A Europe where all nations are independent and democratic. Where free markets and prosperity know no borders. Where our security is based on building bridges, not walls. Where all our citizens can go as far as their God-given abilities will take them and raise their children in peace and hope.

The work of freedom is not easy. It requires discipline, responsibility, and a faith strong enough to endure failure and criticism. And it requires vigilance.

Here in Germany, in the United States, and throughout the world, we must reject those who would divide us with scalding words about race, ethnicity, or religion. I appeal especially to the young people of this nation: Believe you can live in peace with those who are different from you. Believe in your own future. Believe you can make a difference. Summon your own courage to build -- and you will.

There is reason for you to believe. Already the new future is taking shape. In the growing chorus of voices that speak the common language of democracy. In the growing economies of Western Europe, the United States, and our partners.

In the progress of economic reform, democracy and freedom in lands that were not free. In NATO’s Partnership for Peace, where twenty-one nations have joined in military cooperation and have pledged to respect each other’s borders.

It is to all of you in pursuit of that new future that I say: in the name of the pilots whose airlift kept Berlin alive... In the name of the sentries at Checkpoint Charlie who stood face to face with enemy tanks... in the name of the American forces who will stay in Europe to guard freedom’s future... and in the name of the American Presidents who have come to Berlin... America stands with you still -- now and forever.

Moments ago, with my friend Chancellor Kohl, I walked where my predecessors could not -- through the Brandenburg Gate.

For over two centuries, in every age, that gate has been a symbol of its time. Sometimes it has been a monument to conquest and a tower of tyranny. But in our own time, you -- courageous Berliners -- have again made the Brandenburg what its builders meant it to be: a gateway.

Now, together, we can walk through that gateway to a united Europe -- united in peace, united in freedom, united in progress -- for the first time in history. Let nothing stop us. All things are possible. Berlin is free.
Now, together, we will walk through this gateway to our destiny: To a Europe united for the first time in history -- united in peace, united in freedom, united in progress.

Let nothing stop us. All things are possible. Berlin is free.
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Citizens of free Berlin...citizens of united Germany....Chancellor Kohl, Mayor Diepgen, Berliners the world over. Thank you for welcoming me to your magnificent city.

We stand together where Europe's heart was cut in half -- and we celebrate unity.

We stand where those who sought a new life instead found death -- and we rejoice in renewal.

We stand where crude walls of concrete separated mother from child -- and we meet as one family.

Berliners: You have won your long struggle. You have proved that no wall can forever contain the mighty power of freedom.

And in all the world there is no greater sight than the landscape of liberty that lies before me today.
America has stood with you. Soon, your free city will be Germany’s capital again. And when it is, a new American embassy will stand in Berlin.

Half a century has passed since Berlin was first divided, thirty-three years since the Wall went up. One half of this city lived encircled, and the other half enslaved, but one force endured: your courage.

Your courage has taken many forms. The bold courage of that day in June of 1953 -- when those trapped in the East stood up to communist tyranny. The quiet courage to lift your children above the Wall so that grandparents on the other side could see those they loved but could not touch. The inner courage to reach for the ideas that make you free. And the civil courage -- civil courage -- of five years ago when, starting in the strong hearts and candlelit streets of Leipzig, you turned your dreams of a better life into the chisels of liberty.

Now, you who found the courage to endure, to resist, to tear down the Wall must find a new civil courage -- the courage to build. The Berlin Wall is gone. Now our generation must decide: what will we build in its place?

Standing here today, we can see the answer. A Europe where all nations are independent and democratic. Where free markets and
prosperity know no borders. Where our security is based on building bridges, not walls. Where [ordinary] citizens can go as far as their God-given abilities will take them and raise their children in peace and hope.

The work of freedom is not easy. It requires discipline, responsibility and a faith strong enough to endure failure and criticism. And it requires vigilance. For freedom breeds uncertainty and fear, which the weak imitators of yesterday's dictators will use to divide us again if we let them.

Here in Germany, in the United States, throughout the world, we must reject those who would divide us with scalding words about race, ethnicity, or religion. I appeal especially to the young people of this nation: Believe you can live in peace with those who are different from you. Believe in your future. Believe you can make a difference. Believe you have the courage [civilcourage] to build -- and you will.

There is reason for you to believe. Already the new future is
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PRESIDENT WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLINTON
REMARKS TO THE PEOPLE OF BERLIN
AT THE BRANDENBURG GATE
BERLIN, GERMANY
JULY 12, 1994

Citizens of free Berlin...citizens of united Germany
....Chancellor Kohl, Mayor Diepgen, Berliners the world over.
Thank you for welcoming me to your magnificent city.

We stand together where Europe's heart was cut in half -- and we
celebrate unity.

We stand where those who sought a new life instead found death --
and we rejoice in renewal.

We stand where crude walls of concrete separated mother from
child -- and we meet as one family.

Berliners: You have won your long struggle. You have proved that
no wall can forever contain the mighty power of freedom.

And in all the world there is no greater sight than the landscape
of liberty that lies before me today.
America has stood with you. Soon, your free city will be Germany’s capital again. And when it is, a new American embassy will stand in Berlin.

Half a century has passed since Berlin was first divided, thirty-three years since the Wall went up. One half of this city lived encircled, and the other half enslaved, but one force endured: your courage.

Your courage has taken many forms. The bold courage of that June 1953 when those trapped in the East stood up to their tyrants. The quiet courage to lift your children above the Wall so that grandparents on the other side could see those they loved but could not touch. The inner courage to reach for the ideas that make you free. And the zivilcourage -- civil courage -- of five years ago when, starting in the strong hearts and candlelit streets of Leipzig, you turned your dreams of a better life into the chisels of liberty.

Now, you who found the courage to endure, to resist, to tear down the Wall must find a new zivilcourage -- the courage to build. The Berlin Wall is gone. Now our generation must decide: what will we build in its place?

Standing here today, we can see the answer. A Europe where all nations are independent and democratic. Where free markets and
prosperity know no borders. Where our security is based on building bridges, not walls. Where [ordinary] citizens can go as far as their God-given abilities will take them and raise their children in peace and hope.

The work of freedom is not easy. It requires discipline, responsibility and a faith strong enough to endure failure and criticism. And it requires vigilance. For freedom breeds uncertainty and fear, which the weak imitators of yesterday's dictators will use to divide us again if we let them.

Here in Germany, in the United States, throughout the world, we must reject those who would divide us with scalding words about race, ethnicity, or religion. I appeal especially to the young people of this nation: Believe you can live in peace with those who are different from you. Believe in your future. Believe you can make a difference. Believe you have the courage [zivilcourage] to build -- and you will.

There is reason for you to believe. Already the new future is taking shape: In the growing chorus of voices that speak the common language of democracy. In the growing economies of Western Europe, the United States and our partners. In the progress of economic reform, democracy and freedom in Russia, Poland, the Baltics and elsewhere in Central and Eastern Europe.

In NATO's Partnership for Peace, where twenty-one nations have
joined in military cooperation and have pledged to respect each other's borders.

And so I say to you, in pursuit of that new future, in the name of the pilots whose airlift kept Berlin alive....in the name of the sentries who stood face to face with enemy tanks....in the name of the armed forces who will stay with you to guard the freedom's future....and in the name of all the American Presidents who have come before me to give you hope....America stands with you -- now and forever.

Moments ago, with my good friend Chancellor Kohl, I walked where my predecessors could not -- through the Brandenburg Gate.

For over two centuries, in every age, that gate has been a symbol of its time. Sometimes a monument to conquest and a tower of tyranny. But in our own time, you -- courageous Berliners -- have again made the Brandenburg what its builders meant it to be: a gateway.

Now, together, we can make it the gateway to a united Europe, united in peace, freedom and progress for the first time in history. Let nothing stop us from walking through that gateway. All things are possible. Berlin is free.
PRESIDENT WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLINTON

REMARKS TO THE PEOPLE OF BERLIN
AT THE BRANDENBURG GATE
BERLIN, GERMANY
JULY 12, 1994

Citizens of free Berlin...citizens of united Germany
....Chancellor Kohl, Mayor Diepgen, Berliners the world over.
Thank you for welcoming me to your magnificent city.

We stand together where Europe’s heart was cut in half -- and we celebrate unity.

We stand where those who sought a new life instead found death -- and we rejoice in renewal.

We stand where crude walls of concrete separated mother from child -- and we meet as one family.

Berliners: You have won your long struggle. You have proved that no wall can forever contain the mighty power of freedom.

And in all the world there is no greater sight than the landscape of liberty that lies before me today.
America has stood with you. Soon, your free city will be Germany's capital again. And when it is, a new American embassy will stand in Berlin.

Half a century has passed since Berlin was first divided, thirty-three years since the Wall went up. One half of this city lived encircled, and the other half enslaved, but one force endured: your courage.

Your courage has taken many forms. The bold courage -- of that day in June of 1953 -- when those trapped in the East stood up to communist tyranny. The quiet courage to lift your children above the Wall so that grandparents on the other side could see those they loved but could not touch. The inner courage to reach for the ideas that make you free. And the zivilcourage -- civil courage -- of five years ago when, starting in the strong hearts and candlelit streets of Leipzig, you turned your dreams of a better life into the chisels of liberty.

Now, you who found the courage to endure, to resist, to tear down the Wall must find a new zivilcourage -- the courage to build. The Berlin Wall is gone. Now our generation must decide: what will we build in its place?

Standing here today, we can see the answer. A Europe where all nations are independent and democratic. Where free markets and
prosperity know no borders. Where our security is based on building bridges, not walls. Where ordinary citizens can go as far as their God-given abilities will take them and raise their children in peace and hope.

The work of freedom is not easy. It requires discipline, responsibility and a faith strong enough to endure failure and criticism. And it requires vigilance. For freedom breeds uncertainty and fear, which the weak imitators of yesterday's dictators will use to divide us again if we let them.

Here in Germany, in the United States, throughout the world, we must reject those who would divide us with scalding words about race, ethnicity, or religion. I appeal especially to the young people of this nation: Believe you can live in peace with those who are different from you. Believe in your future. Believe you can make a difference. Believe you have the courage to build -- and you will.

There is reason for you to believe. Already the new future is taking shape. In the growing chorus of voices that speak the common language of democracy. In the growing economies of Western Europe, the United States and our partners. In the progress of economic reform, democracy and freedom in Russia, Poland, the Baltics and elsewhere in Central and Eastern Europe. In NATO's Partnership for Peace, where twenty-one nations have
joined in military cooperation and have pledged to respect each other's borders.

And so I say to you, in pursuit of that new future, in the name of the pilots whose airlift kept Berlin alive....in the name of the sentries who stood face to face with enemy tanks....in the name of the armed forces who will stay with you to guard freedom's future....and in the name of all the American President who have come before me to give you hope....America stands with you -- now and forever.

Moments ago, with my good friend Chancellor Kohl, I walked where my predecessors could not -- through the Brandenburg Gate.

For over two centuries, in every age, that gate has been a symbol of its time: sometimes a monument to conquest and a tower of tyranny. But in our own time, you -- courageous Berliners -- have again made the Brandenburg what its builders meant it to be: a gateway.

Now, together, we can make it the gateway to a united Europe, united in peace, freedom and progress for the first time in history. Let nothing stop us from walking through that gateway. All things are possible. Berlin is free.
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Citizens of free Berlin...citizens of united Germany:

We stand together where Europe’s heart was cut in half -- and we celebrate unity.

We stand where hundreds perished when they dared rise up against foreign masters -- and we embrace freedom.

We stand where crude walls of concrete separated mother from child -- and we meet as one family.

We stand where those who sought a new life instead found death -- and we rejoice in renewal.

Chancellor Kohl, Mayor Diepgen, Berliners the world over. Thank you for welcoming me to the heart of your city.

To the people of Berlin, from the people of America: You have won your long struggle. You have proved that no wall can contain the mighty power of freedom.

There are those who say there is no more beautiful sight than the sun rising in the East, or setting in the West. To them I say: stand here with me . . . where east meets west. For in all the world there is no greater sight than the landscape of liberty that lies before me today.

[And imagine how it will look when a new American embassy stands right there.]

Half a century has passed since Berlin was first divided, thirty-three years since the Wall went up. While one half of this city lived encircled, the other half lived enslaved. No matter when, no matter where, one force endured: the spirit of civil courage -- civil courage -- the power to stand up for what is right and what must be.

Your courage has taken many forms. The bold courage -- of that June day in 1953, when those trapped in the East stood up to communist tyranny. The quiet courage to lift your children above the Wall so that grandparents on the other side could see those they loved but could not touch. The inner courage to reach for the ideas that would make you free.
And the civilcourage of five years ago when, starting in the strong hearts and the candlelit streets of Leipzig, you turned your dreams of a better life into chisels of liberty. And when those miraculous November nights turned to day, freedom stood where oppression once blocked the way.

You who found the courage to tear down must find a new civilcourage -- the courage to build. The Berlin Wall is gone. Now our generation must decide: what will we build in its place?

Standing here today, we can see the answer. A Europe where all nations are sovereign and democratic. Where free markets and prosperity know no borders. Where our security is based on building bridges, not walls.

That Europe must be built, not brick by brick, but person by person. With the patience to endure today's hardships; the energy to embrace our responsibilities, and the faith to know that the rewards of freedom will surely be ours.

For freedom's promise also brings fear. Uncertainty breeds exploiters -- weak imitators of the dictators who left us a divided world. Left unchecked, they will erect new walls to drive us apart again.

Here in Germany -- as across the world -- history demands that we never again let hatred take root. I urge you, as I urge my countrymen: reject those who would divide us. And I appeal especially to the youth of this great nation: summon the civilcourage to look ahead. Never believe the people who say you can't make a difference. You can -- and you will.

Today I face to the East; you face to the West. But, we all see the same horizon. Here, in Berlin -- in this capital restored -- America and Germany will build together.

And so I say to you, in the name of the pilots whose airlift kept Berlin alive....in the name of the sentries who stood face to face with enemy tanks...in the name of the armed forces who will stay with you to guard freedom's future...and in the name of all the American Presidents who have come before me to give you hope...America stands with you -- now and forever.

Moments ago, with my good friend Chancellor Kohl, I walked where my predecessors could not -- through the Brandenburg Gate.

For over two centuries, in every age, that gate has been a symbol of its times. A monument to conquest. A window on darkness. And a tower of tyranny.
Let us never forget what it has been. But let us never forget what it can be. In our times, you -- courageous Berliners -- have made the Brandenburg what its builders meant it to be: a gateway. For today, it is a gateway to freedom.

Now, together, we will make it the gateway to a united Europe. For the first time in the history of mankind, the people of this Continent can live together in peace.

Nothing -- nothing -- will stop us from walking through that gateway. One struggle has ended. New dreams loom large. (And we know what all freedom-loving people know.) All things are possible. Berlin is free.
Citizens of free Berlin...citizens of united Germany:

We stand together where Europe’s heart was cut in half -- and we celebrate unity.

We stand where hundreds perished when they dared rise up against foreign masters -- and we embrace freedom.

We stand where crude walls of concrete separated mother from child -- and we meet as one family.

We stand where those who sought a new life instead found death -- and we rejoice in renewal.

Chancellor Kohl, Mayor Diepgen, Berliners the world over. Thank you for welcoming me to the heart of your city.

There are those who say there is no more beautiful sight than the sun rising in the East, or setting in the West. To them I say: stand here with me, where east meets west. For in all the world there is no greater sight than the landscape of liberty that lies before me today.

Half a century has passed since Berlin was first divided, thirty-three years since the Wall went up. So much has changed but one thing has endured: the spirit of civil courage -- civil courage -- the power to stand up for what is right and what must be.

That courage has taken many forms. The bold courage to stand up to communist tyranny forty-one years ago. The quiet courage to lift your children above the Wall so that grandparents on the other side could see those they loved but could not touch. The inner courage to reach for the ideas that would make you free.

And then five years ago, you found the civil courage to tear down the barriers to your freedom. The courage to turn your dreams of a better life into chisels of liberty. And when those remarkable November nights turned to day, freedom stood where oppression once blocked the way.

You who found the courage to tear down must find a new civil courage -- the courage to build. The Berlin Wall is gone. Now our generation must decide: what will we build in its place?
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Citizens of free Berlin...citizens of united Germany:

We stand together where Europe's heart was cut in half -- and we celebrate unity.

We stand where hundreds perished when they dared rise up against foreign masters -- and we embrace freedom.

We stand where crude walls of concrete separated state from state -- and we meet as one family.

We stand where those who sought liberty instead found death -- and we rejoice in renewal.

Chancellor Kohl, Mayor Diepgen, Berliners the world over. Thank you for welcoming me to the heart of your city.

There are those who say there is no more beautiful sight than the sun rising in the East, or setting in the West. To them I say: stand here with me, where east meets west. For in all the world there is no greater sight than the landscape of liberty that lies before me today.

Half a century has passed since Berlin was first divided, thirty-three years since the Wall went up. So much has changed but one thing has endured: the spirit of civil courage -- civil courage -- the power to stand up for what is right and what must be.

That courage has taken many forms. The bold courage to stand up to communist tyranny forty-one years ago when thousands risked their lives to protest their enslavement. The quiet courage to lift your children above the Wall so that their grandparents on the other side could see those they loved but could not touch. The mental courage to reach outside the prison of your TKTKTK for the ideas that would make you free.

And then five years ago, you found the civil courage to tear down. The courage to turn your dreams of a better life into chisels of liberty. You took up the challenge of history, and when those mortal November nights turned to day, freedom stood where oppression once blocked the way.

Now you who found the courage to tear down must find a new civil courage -- the courage to build.
gone. Our generation must answer the question: what will we build in its place?

Here, standing at the crossroads of history, we see the answer. A new Europe of sovereign nations united by democratic freedoms. Where free markets and prosperity know no borders. Where our security is based on building bridges, not walls. Where all people can live better lives and pass that hope on to their children.

The new Europe must be built, not brick by brick, but person by person. Each of us must find the patience to endure today's hardships so that we can reap tomorrow's rewards. Each of us must have the energy to grasp the opportunities and accept the responsibilities that the new world presents. And each of us must have the optimism to know that we will all grow together over time.

For freedom's promise also brings fear. Uncertainty breeds exploiters -- weak imitators of the dictators who left us a divided world. Left unchecked, they will erect new walls to drive us apart again.

Here in Germany -- as across the world -- history demands that we never again allow the foundations of hatred to take shape. I urge you, as I have urged my countrymen, to reject those who would divide us. And I appeal especially to the youth of your nation: summon the civil courage to look ahead. For in your hands lies the future of a unified Germany and a new Europe.

The job will never be easy. The job of building never is. But today, though I face to the East and you face to the West, we see the same horizon. And the alliance between our two nations will grow ever stronger as we build that new world together.

And so today, I say to you, in the name of the pilots whose airlift kept Berlin alive... in the name of the sentries who stood face to face with enemy tanks... in the name of all those who will stay with you to guard freedom's future... and in the name of all the American Presidents who have come here before me to give you hope... America stands with you -- now and forever.

Moments ago, I walked where my predecessors could not -- through the Brandenburg Gate. For over two centuries, in every age, that gate has been a symbol of its times. A monument to conquest. A window on darkness. A tower of tyranny. Let us never forget what it has been.

But let us never forget what it can be, what it has become. Today, you -- the courageous citizens of Berlin -- have made the Brandenburg what its builders meant it to be: a gateway. You have turned the world's most terrifying symbol of freedom denied into its most enduring symbol of freedom fulfilled.
Nothing -- nothing -- can stop us from crossing this threshold as one. For we know what all freedom-loving people know: all things are possible. Berlin is free.
Citizens of free Berlin...citizens of united Germany:

We stand together where Europe's heart was cut in half -- and we celebrate unity.

We stand where hundreds perished when they dared rise up against foreign masters -- and we embrace freedom.

We stand where crude walls of concrete separated mother from child -- and we meet as one family.

We stand where those who sought a new life instead found death -- and we rejoice in renewal.

Chancellor Kohl, Mayor Diepgen, Berliners the world over. Thank you for welcoming me to the heart of your city.

There are those who say there is no more beautiful sight than the sun rising in the East, or setting in the West. To them I say: stand here with me, where east meets west. For in all the world there is no greater sight than the landscape of liberty that lies before me today.

Half a century has passed since Berlin was first divided, thirty-three years since the Wall went up. So much has changed but one thing has endured: the spirit of civilcourage -- civil courage -- the power to stand up for what is right and what must be.

That courage has taken many forms. The bold courage to stand up to communist tyranny forty-one years ago. The quiet courage to lift your children above the Wall so that grandparents on the other side could see those they loved but could not touch. The inner courage to reach for the ideas that would make you free.

And then five years ago, you found the civilcourage to tear down the barriers to your freedom. The courage to turn your dreams of a better life into chisels of liberty. And when those remarkable November nights turned to day, freedom stood where oppression once blocked the way.

You who found the courage to tear down must find a new civilcourage -- the courage to build. The Berlin Wall is gone. Now our generation must answer the question: what will we build in its place?
Here, standing at the crossroads of history, we can see the answer. A Europe where all nations are sovereign and democratic. Where free markets and prosperity know no borders. Where our security is based on building bridges, not walls.

That Europe must be built, not brick by brick, but person by person. With the patience to endure today's hardships; the energy to embrace our responsibilities; and the faith to know that the rewards of freedom will surely be ours.

For freedom's promise also brings fear. Uncertainty breeds exploiters -- weak imitators of the dictators who left us a divided world. Left unchecked, they will erect new walls to drive us apart again.

Here in Germany -- as across the world -- history demands that we never again let hatred take root. I urge you, as I urge my countrymen, to reject those who would divide us. And I appeal especially to the youth of this great nation: summon the civil courage to look ahead. Never believe the people who say you can't make a difference. You can -- and you will.

Today I face to the East and you face to the West. But, now finally, after decades of struggle, we all see the same horizon. And the alliance between our two nations will grow ever stronger as we build a new world together.

And so I say to you, in the name of the pilots whose airlift kept Berlin alive....in the name of the sentries who stood face to face with enemy tanks...in the name of all those who will stay with you to guard freedom's future...and in the name of all the American Presidents who have come here before me to give you hope...America stands with you -- now and forever.

Moments ago, I walked where my predecessors could not -- through the Brandenburg Gate. For over two centuries, in every age, that gate has been a symbol of its times. A monument to conquest. A window on darkness. A tower of tyranny. Let us never forget what it has been.

But let us never forget what it can be, what it has become. Today, you -- the courageous citizens of Berlin -- have made the Brandenburg what its builders meant it to be: a gateway. You have turned the world's most terrifying symbol of freedom denied into its most enduring symbol of freedom fulfilled.

Nothing -- nothing -- can stop us from crossing this threshold as one. For we know what all freedom-loving people know: all things are possible. Berlin is free.
President Clinton
Brandenburg Gate Speech
revised 6/17/94

Chancellor Kohl, Governing Mayor Diepgen, citizens of free and united Berlin:

Thank you for this profoundly moving—this unforgettable welcome. I accept it—but not for myself. I accept it for Americans everywhere who have had a special relationship with this extraordinary city.

I accept it on behalf of Captain Frank Bennett, who is here today, and the other American pilots who flew around the clock to bring you food, fuel and hope during the Berlin airlift in 1948 and 1949;

on behalf of Sergeant (name of person at Checkpoint Charlie the fall of 1961), Private (_______) and all the men of Checkpoint Charlie, who looked directly into the guns of Soviet tanks in the fall of 1961;

on behalf of Major Arthur Nicholson, who gave his life guarding freedom's frontier, and on behalf of all 12 million American soldiers who protected Germany during the Cold War.

I accept it on behalf of the ________ men and women of...
our armed forces who are still here, working now with Germany and our other NATO allies to protect and preserve freedom.

I accept it on behalf of John F. Kennedy, who 31 years ago inspired the world with words that will live forever: "In the world of freedom, the proudest boast is 'Ich bin ein Berliner.'"

And on behalf of Ronald Reagan, who seven years ago stood just a few yards from here (POINT)—yet at that time it seemed so far away—and called on the Soviet leader to "tear down this wall."

I accept your welcome on behalf of Americans everywhere who cherish the blessings of liberty.

We were all Berliners during the Airlift. We were all Berliners the day the hated Wall was constructed, and we were all Berliners November 9, 1989, the night it died. Few moments in our lives can compare with that night—the night Berlin shared with the world—as we watched the breathtaking images of a people coming together again, of a country growing together again, of a continent no longer divided.

I salute especially those of you from the East who suffered for so long. While one half of this city lived encircled, the other half lived enslaved. On June 17, 1953, and on countless other days, you showed your spirit and inspired the world.

Even then, there were always voices for freedom in East Germany. You, the people of the East—the heroes of Leipzig.
of Dresden, of thousands of towns and villages--You who
chanted "We are the People--Wir sind das Volks!"--You showed
that walls can not forever contain the human spirit.

And so I salute you, the citizens of united and free
Berlin. Buerger und Buergerinnen des vereinten und freien
Berlins! The true triumph belongs to you--Der wahre Triumph
gehoert Ihnen.

The night the Wall fell, Berlin reminded us of our common
heritage--a revolutionary stake in the success of democracy, a
revolutionary tradition based on respect for individual human
rights.

Two hundred and eighteen years ago American colonists
launched our revolution. Many of those early American
revolutionaries were sons and daughters of German lands. They
spoke German as their mother tongue. In recognition of their
dedication to America's revolution, American patriots
published the German language text of our Declaration of
Independence immediately after its adoption.

This document is a priceless symbol of our common
struggles to advance democracy at home. But perhaps most
importantly, it is a standing reminder that our revolution
remains unfinished until people on all continents, of all
creeds and colors enjoy that which we hold to be self
evident: the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. Today I am proud to present one of the two
remaining originals to the German people, to be housed at the
German Historical Museum in Berlin.
A few minutes ago--in one of the proudest but most humbling moments of my life, with the greatest pride in my own nation and the greatest respect for yours--I walked across what was once known as the death strip, together with my friend Helmut Kohl, who was Chancellor when the Wall came down, the first American President to visit united and free Berlin. Today, for the first time, an American President can talk with equal freedom to the equal people on both sides of this gate. Today, I have seen first hand that freedom, as your country, is indivisible.--Freiheit ist unteilbar, wie auch Ihr Land.

Men and women of free and united Berlin: Freedom is a precondition for life. Now that it is achieved, we have different challenges to meet, new problems to solve. The Berlin Wall is gone. But invisible walls remain.

The defining challenge of our generation is to knock down the invisible walls that divide us. The ones in people's hearts. The ones in people's minds and memories.

We have been left an important legacy: a world without the Berlin Wall. Our task is to leave to our children a world without walls altogether--"eine Welt ohne Mauern."

Such a goal is ambitious; it may never be achieved. But the journey is as important as the destination.

Making that journey, as I said to the French National Assembly last month, means seizing a momentous opportunity: to extend what we have come to know as the "West" as far eastward as possible, to secure the peace and prosperity of a broader Europe.
I have just come from Naples, where Chancellor Kohl and I discussed with President Yeltsin ways to work together for these common goals in Russia. (Possible added sentence here on Ukraine.)

This is equally necessary for the other great and ancient lands that lie in central and eastern Europe. They suffered immensely from the twin evils of Fascism and Communism, from War and Cold War. Today they are free—but they need our help.

We have taken some important steps here. This morning Chancellor Kohl, European Commission President Jacques Delors, and I met in the historic Reichstag, only a few meters from here. We discussed the need for the nations of the Atlantic community to reach out to their neighbors in central and eastern Europe. We agreed we must accelerate our efforts to sweep away the last remnants of the barriers that once divided the continent. (possible point on NATO strategic role)

I reported to Chancellor Kohl and President Delors on my recent visit to Poland and Latvia, where I met with the leaders of the three Baltic nations. I reported on the dramatic progress these nations have made, but I also cautioned that the road ahead will be long and difficult—and that these nations will need our continuous help.

There are those who ask why what happens in these seemingly distant lands still matters to us. There are those who say that once tyranny had been eliminated, our goals in Europe were fulfilled, and we could turn away.

I cannot accept this view, and I know Chancellor Kohl
agrees. What happens in this vast area will make a difference to everyone, everywhere. Without democracy, stability, and free market economies, the lands of central and eastern Europe will remain vulnerable to many of these ancient problems—ethnic strife, territorial disputes, false nationalism, racial prejudice, and institutionalized corruption. If any of these malignacies triumph—as they have already in parts of the Balkans—there is again a risk to general European stability. Three times in this century Europe has seen what such instability costs—and each time the United States was needed to help redress the balance.

In this spirit I want to talk to the people of Germany and all of Europe about our commitment to your security in the post Cold War world.

A united Germany is just as important to us as was divided Germany—but in very different ways. After a tumultuous and often destructive century, Germany finally stands united and democratic, playing a vital role in embedding democracy, freedom, and economic progress throughout Europe.

A few minutes from now, I shall decommission America's legendary Berlin Brigade. I will pay them that highest respect which their 49 years of continuous service on the front lines of freedom so fully merits. My friends, do not mourn their departure. Rather, let us celebrate their success.

My friends, when those troops leave Berlin this September let me assure you that nothing fundamental will change between the people of Germany and the United States. Our commitment to NATO remains firm. One hundred thousand American troops
will remain in Europe, the bulk of them here in Germany.

In this city, our departing troops are already being replaced by thousands of Americans from all walks of life who are coming here to work or study. Our Embassy, already functioning a few blocks from here, will move to Berlin in its entirety within a few years. (wait for applause) The fundamental friendship between Berliners and Americans will continue to flourish.

For forty years the defense of democracy in Berlin anchored the defense of democracy worldwide. Now, we have the opportunity to stand up for other people's freedom just as we stood up for Berlin.

As you do so, you can be assured that America will stand by your side. For decades Americans served as trustees of unity. Now we can serve together as stewards of freedom.

And so, my friends let us recommit ourselves today, on this very spot whose history reflects both the tragedies and the triumphs of this century, to a joint effort with our other European partners, so that we can all say, with pride in our new partnership: *Ich glaube an Europa*—I believe in Europe.
President Clinton  
Brandenburg Gate Speech  
revised 6/17/94  

Chancellor Kohl, Governing Mayor Diepgen, citizens of free and united Berlin:

Thank you for this profoundly moving--this unforgettable welcome. I accept it--but not for myself. I accept it for Americans everywhere who have had a special relationship with this extraordinary city.

I accept it on behalf of Captain Frank Bennett, who is here today, and the other American pilots who flew around the clock to bring you food, fuel and hope during the Berlin airlift in 1948 and 1949;

on behalf of Sergeant (name of person at Checkpoint Charlie the fall of 1961), Private (________) and all the men of Checkpoint Charlie, who looked directly into the guns of Soviet tanks in the fall of 1961;

on behalf of Major Arthur Nicholson, who gave his life guarding freedom's frontier, and on behalf of all 12 million American soldiers who protected Germany during the Cold War.  
I accept it on behalf of the ________ men and women of
our armed forces who are still here, working now with Germany and our other NATO allies to protect and preserve freedom.

I accept it on behalf of John F. Kennedy, who 31 years ago inspired the world with words that will live forever: "In the world of freedom, the proudest boast is 'Ich bin ein Berliner.'"

And on behalf of Ronald Reagan, who seven years ago stood just a few yards from here (POINT)--yet at that time it seemed so far away--and called on the Soviet leader to "tear down this wall."

I accept your welcome on behalf of Americans everywhere who cherish the blessings of liberty.

We were all Berliners during the Airlift. We were all Berliners the day the hated Wall was constructed, and we were all Berliners November 9, 1989, the night it died. Few moments in our lives can compare with that night--the night Berlin shared with the world--as we watched the breathtaking images of a people coming together again, of a country growing together again, of a continent no longer divided.

I salute especially those of you from the East who suffered for so long. While one half of this city lived encircled, the other half lived enslaved. On June 17, 1953, and on countless other days, you showed your spirit and inspired the world.

Even then, there were always voices for freedom in East Germany. You, the people of the East--the heroes of Leipzig,
of Dresden, of thousands of towns and villages--You who
chanted "We are the People--Wir sind das Volk!"--You showed
that walls can not forever contain the human spirit.

And so I salute you, the citizens of united and free
Berlin. Bürger und Buergerinnen des vereinten und freien
Berlin! The true triumph belongs to you--Der wahre Triumph
gehoert Ihnen.

The night the Wall fell, Berlin reminded us of our common
heritage--a revolutionary stake in the success of democracy, a
revolutionary tradition based on respect for individual human
rights.

Two hundred and eighteen years ago American colonists
launched our revolution. Many of those early American
revolutionaries were sons and daughters of German lands. They
spoke German as their mother tongue. In recognition of their
dedication to America's revolution, American patriots
published the German language text of our Declaration of
Independence immediately after its adoption.

This document is a priceless symbol of our common
struggles to advance democracy at home. But perhaps most
importantly, it is a standing reminder that our revolution
remains unfinished until people on all continents, of all
creeds and colors enjoy that which we hold to be self
evident: the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. Today I am proud to present one of the two
remaining originals to the German people, to be housed at the
German Historical Museum in Berlin.
A few minutes ago—in one of the proudest but most humbling moments of my life, with the greatest pride in my own nation and the greatest respect for yours—I walked across what was once known as the death strip together with my friend Helmut Kohl, who was Chancellor when the Wall came down, the first American President to visit united and free Berlin. Today, for the first time, an American President can talk with equal freedom to the equal people on both sides of this gate. Today, I have seen first hand that freedom, as your country, is indivisible.—Freiheit ist unteilbar, wie auch Ihr Land.

Men and women of free and united Berlin: Freedom is a precondition for life. Now that it is achieved, we have different challenges to meet, new problems to solve. The Berlin Wall is gone. But invisible walls remain.

The defining challenge of our generation is to knock down the invisible walls that divide us. The ones in people’s hearts. The ones in people’s minds and memories.

We have been left an important legacy: a world without the Berlin Wall. Our task is to leave to our children a world without walls altogether—"eine Welt ohne Mauern."

Such a goal is ambitious; it may never be achieved. But the journey is as important as the destination.

Making that journey, as I said to the French National Assembly last month, means seizing a momentous opportunity: to extend what we have come to know as the "West" as far eastward as possible, to secure the peace and prosperity of a broader Europe.
I have just come from Naples, where Chancellor Kohl and I discussed with President Yeltsin ways to work together for these common goals in Russia. (Possible added sentence here on Ukraine.)

This is equally necessary for the other great and ancient lands that lie in central and eastern Europe. They suffered immensely from the twin evils of Fascism and Communism, from War and Cold War. Today they are free—but they need our help.

We have taken some important steps here. This morning Chancellor Kohl, European Commission President Jacques Delors, and I met in the historic Reichstag, only a few meters from here. We discussed the need for the nations of the Atlantic community to reach out to their neighbors in central and eastern Europe. We agreed we must accelerate our efforts to sweep away the last remnants of the barriers that once divided the continent. (possible point on NATO strategic role)

I reported to Chancellor Kohl and President Delors on my recent visit to Poland and Latvia, where I met with the leaders of the three Baltic nations. I reported on the dramatic progress these nations have made, but I also cautioned that the road ahead will be long and difficult—and that these nations will need our continuous help.

There are those who ask why what happens in these seemingly distant lands still matters to us. There are those who say that once tyranny had been eliminated, our goals in Europe were fulfilled, and we could turn away.

I cannot accept this view, and I know Chancellor Kohl
agree. What happens in this vast area will make a difference
to everyone, everywhere. Without democracy, stability, and
free market economies, the lands of central and eastern Europe
will remain vulnerable to many of these ancient
problems—ethnic strife, territorial disputes, false
nationalism, racial prejudice, and institutionalized
corruption. If any of these maligncies triumph—as they have
already in parts of the Balkans—there is again a risk to
general European stability. Three times in this century
Europe has seen what such instability costs—and each time the
United States was needed to help redress the balance.

In this spirit I want to talk to the people of Germany and
all of Europe about our commitment to your security in the
post Cold War world.

A united Germany is just as important to us as was divided
Germany—but in very different ways. After a tumultuous and
often destructive century, Germany finally stands united and
democratic, playing a vital role in embedding democracy,
freedom, and economic progress throughout Europe.

A few minutes from now, I shall decommission America's
Legendary Berlin Brigade. I will pay them that highest
respect which their 49 years of continuous service on the
front lines of freedom so fully merits. My friends, do not
mourn their departure. Rather, let us celebrate their success.

My friends, when those troops leave Berlin this September
let me assure you that nothing fundamental will change between
the people of Germany and the United States. Our commitment
to NATO remains firm. One hundred thousand American troops
will remain in Europe, the bulk of them here in Germany.

In this city, our departing troops are already being replaced by thousands of Americans from all walks of life who are coming here to work or study. Our Embassy, already functioning a few blocks from here, will move to Berlin in its entirety within a few years. (wait for applause) The fundamental friendship between Berliners and Americans will continue to flourish.

For forty years the defense of democracy in Berlin anchored the defense of democracy worldwide. Now, we have the opportunity to stand up for other people's freedom just as we stood up for Berlin.

As you do so, you can be assured that America will stand by your side. For decades Americans served as trustees of unity. Now we can serve together as stewards of freedom.

And so, my friends let us recommit ourselves today, on this very spot whose history reflects both the tragedies and the triumphs of this century, to a joint effort with our other European partners, so that we can all say, with pride in our new partnership: Ich glaube an Europa—-I believe in Europe.